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"Exit" presented by Fondation Cartier

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Fondation Cartier pour l'art contemporain is furthering the conversation around the COP21 UN Conference on
Climate Change with an exhibit at the Palais de Tokyo.

"Exit," first staged in 2008, consists of a series of statistically-driven maps that study the migration of the world's
population, a subject that is inseparable from that of the altered climate patterns. With current events focused heavily
on both cross-border movements and the changing atmosphere, this exhibit will likely strike a chord with visitors.

Finding patterns
Exit was conceptualized by French philosopher Paul Virilio, with design by architects and artists Diller Scofidio +
Renfro and Laura Kurgan, statistician-artist Mark Hansen and Ben Rubin. These creatives worked with a team of
scientists geographers to build the artwork for the 2008 exhibition "Native Land, Stop Eject," which is now part of
Fondation Cartier's collection.

The piece consists of animated maps based on statistics of movement, linking the migrations of people to their
causes, one of which is climate change. Exit has been updated for 2015 to coincide with the COP21 meeting.

Also making the exhibit timely is the migrant crisis happening across Europe.

Exit - Virilio, Diller Scofidio +  Renfro, Hansen, Kurgan, Rubin, Pietrusko Smith - 2008 to 2015

"It's  almost as though the sky, and the clouds in it and the pollution of it, were making their entry into history," Mr.
Virillo is quoted saying of the exhibit. "Not the history of the seasons, summer, autumn, winter, but of population
flows, of zones now uninhabitable for reasons that aren't just to do with desertification, but with disappearance, with
submersion of land. This is the future."

COP21 inspired a number of luxury companies to open up about their own sustainability.

While world leaders gathered in Paris to discuss climate change, French luxury conglomerate LVMH saw an
opportunity to tout its sustainability practices while the world narrowed its lens on the topic.

Shared in a series of posts on its corporate social account on Facebook, LVMH offered insights into various
programs and strategies implemented by the conglomerate and brands found within its stable, which includes Louis
Vuitton, Bulgari and many others. Transparency has become a necessity as consumers are increasingly aware of
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and concerned about how and where the products they buy are made and the social and environmental impact they
may have (see story).
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